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White Paper – The PyTerra Xchange
Abstract
The PyTerra Xchange is a solution for cities tackling the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), especially in the fight
against climate change. It is a platform which incentivises

The Problem
Often those supplying solutions cannot find those
seeking solutions, and when they do their solutions are
unaffordable. Resolving this is critical: the world is
running out of time (e.g. climate change) and solutions
come mostly from emerging players who cannot scale
without access to viable market opportunities.

solution suppliers to exploit market opportunities to launch
ESG solutions rapidly and at scale.

The Solution
The PyTerra Xchange is a platform where not only
emerging solution suppliers and the demand side can
meet, but where the funding gap is taken care of by both
corporate sponsors and by the economies of scale
offered by aggregated projects. PyTerra is therefore the
perfect instrument to scale emerging solutions needed
to tackle local ESG issues.
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How does this solution work?
The Xchange incentivises solution suppliers (including land
owners, landlords, developers and suppliers) to engage with
local infrastructure opportunities and turn them into
investable projects. The platform provides local intelligence
to highlight such opportunities and attract solution suppliers.
The Xchange incentivises solution suppliers to take greater
risks by collaborating with other suppliers to deliver
integrated products and scale up by aggregating smaller
projects. This makes projects more investable. The incentives
are provided by digital ESG vouchers for which they bid
online. These are then shared with potential end users,
making it cheaper for them to engage with the projects. The
vouchers are backed up by an ESG investment fund,
1. Intelligence Terminal (find opportunities)
Solution suppliers go here to identify development
opportunities. The Xchange maps out opportunities
across a city so that they can employ this intelligence to
aggregate projects which are of a suitable scale to attract
investment. They can then take proposals to the
Partnership Terminal to build up their teams.

enhanced with sponsorship benefits (i.e. ‘sponsored
investment’), which is set up on behalf of local corporates
who are keen to address their CSR goals and enhance their
brands. The fund is distributed to the ESG market using the
vouchers. This investment is used to close the funding gaps
that typically exist with ESG projects.
The Xchange uses advanced digital technologies to deliver
these matchmaking services through four key elements:

2. Partnership Terminal (create investable projects)
Solution suppliers take development opportunities here
to build up their teams. Collaboration is supported,
allowing solution suppliers to integrate their service
offering and bring together an investment-ready project.
Business modelling tools are made available, overcoming
the challenge of integrating multiple suppliers.
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3. Investment Terminal (make projects viable)
Teams bring their project proposals here in order to
secure an injection of finance to close the affordability
gap. The platform supports a range of third party finance
products and it engages corporate investors with an
offer of a modest financial return plus a sponsorship
package (‘sponsored finance’). Corporate investment is
blended with ‘free money’ offered by donors and grant
givers. The blended finance is deployed to the LCRE
development market through a system of digital ESG
vouchers created by the Xchange. The use of vouchers
enables solution suppliers to incentivise the engagement
of end users.

The Xchange is a sophisticated solution to complex societal
problems. No other platform can so effectively and so rapidly
incentivise the development of teams which can transfer
value across local economies to initiate ESG initiatives.
Traditional development routes are sluggish and
unresponsive to local needs. The Xchange uses its analysis of
market intelligence to ‘know’ how to be nimble (i.e. who to
engage through market network awareness) and how to be
sensitive to needs (i.e. what / where to focus investment
through place-based awareness). Cities are complex
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4. Promotion Terminal (tell projects’ stories)
Once finance is drawn down, corporate sponsors enter
a Sponsor Promotion Programme. This connects them
to the value chain delivering the project, in order to
positively promote them across social media channels.
Media is created by community sponsors to develop a
narrative around the project and its impact on the local
community. This not only benefits the investing
corporates but also the host neighbourhoods.

organisms that are central to addressing societal challenges
such as climate change. The act of financing affects the
operations of cities through its influence on the performance
of infrastructure assets.i It is only through the stimulation of
market-based systems as used by the PyTerra Xchange that
this ambition can be achieved in time and with realistic costs.
Markets incentivise unconnected groups to trade; systems
make engagement fast and transaction costs affordable. The
result is to create continuously evolving local ecosystems,
successfully delivering positive impacts in areas where the
State is unable to effectively operate.
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Problem Statement
Often those supplying solutions cannot find those seeking
solutions, and when they do their solutions are unaffordable.
Resolving this is critical: the world is running out of time (eg
climate change) and solutions come mostly from emerging
players who cannot scale without access to viable market
opportunities.
The UK government has now set ambitious targets to reduce
carbon emissions by 78% by 2035 compared to 1990 levels.
This creates a runway to achieve the globally agreed 2050
target of a +1.5°C rise in average global temperatures above
pre-industrial levels (2015 Paris Climate Conference, as

ratified by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in its report of 2018).
Yet existing UK infrastructure is currently not capable of
delivering these targets; this is a global problem.
Look at Chart 1 below. It is taken from a recent PWC report
‘Unlocking capital for Net Zero infrastructure’ and shows the
scale of the financing gap facing the UK low carbon and
renewable energy sector (LCRE). It estimates that investment
of around £41bn per year is required in new low carbon and
digital infrastructure over the next ten years. This represents
about a doubling of capital requirements for UK infrastructure
investment across energy, water and telecoms.
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Chart 1 – Average UK Net Zero Funding Required to 2030 by Sectorii
Net Zero infrastructure needs to be delivered at scale, pace
and at the lowest cost to maximise the benefit to society, and
to keep the costs to consumers and taxpayers at affordable
levels. Harnessing capital which is ready to invest from private
infrastructure funds and corporates will avoid further
burdens on government finances.
However, over 50% of the Net Zero infrastructure investment
identified in the PWC report will be unable to attract the low

cost, patient capital required because the risks for investors is
too high. Other sources of private capital (such as private
equity) can invest but the cost of capital is much higher. Low
cost sources of capital can only invest where the risk is
relatively low.
For Net Zero infrastructure, the main investment risks are
driven by the following:
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 Technology risk: The technology is relatively immature
with a limited track record and unproven over the life
of the asset.
 Business model risk: The infrastructure asset class has
an unproven or relatively immature revenue model.
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 Policy risk: There is a lack of clarity about how
regulatory or government policy could change in the
future to affect the returns of an investment in a
certain asset class.

Often, it is a combination of these risks that make a
particular infrastructure class unable to attract low
cost capital. This means that privately financed
infrastructure assets can only be rolled-out at pace
and with the scale and efficiency required for Net
Zero once the technology and business model have
reached a certain level of maturity. Crucially, this is
the point when assets can access low cost
infrastructure capital. Although some progress has
been made in de-risking emerging infrastructure
technologies, such as renewables, many essential
Net Zero asset classes remain unable to access the
lowest cost capital through traditional channels.
The pandemic has exacerbated this situation.
The longer term impact of the pandemic remains to be
seen, but this last year has seen a dip in infrastructure
investment over all asset types (see Chart 2 opposite).

Chart 2 – Infrastructure Fundraising1
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These barriers to investment affect many stakeholders who
have a responsibility for delivering Net Zero in their towns and
cities, or who are part of the value chains expected to deliver
such projects. It impedes the development of innovative
solutions, especially because their efficacy cannot be tested
at scale.
This situation needs addressing from both ends. There needs
to be an alternative source of capital which is not purely
motivated by financial returns and which is able to take a
more flexible view to risk. In response to the climate change
challenge, corporations are increasingly aware that they need
to create a positive Environmental, Social, and Corporate
Governance (ESG) impact on their local environment, but
they do not have the easy means to identify and assess such
opportunities.
There also needs to be development of a suitable asset class
which is attractive to this potential investor group. The
solution is to create one where smaller projects can be
aggregated to create a local LCRE solution which is
decentralised but has the carbon-reducing scale of
centralised schemes.
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Diminishing the risk in such decentralised projects falls on the
supply side of the market – all those property owners,
landlords, developers and suppliers who are able to create
LCRE infrastructure. They have the potential to address two
of the investment risks outlined above: technology and
business model. They need to collaborate and spend as much
time on developing innovative integrated products and
aggregated models as they do on trying to sell their individual
products. Most of the innovation comes from smaller, early
stage companies, but they are held back because they are not
given the opportunity to work at scale.
A side-effect of this fragmented supply side market sits is the
lack of market intelligence. What LCRE infrastructure is
already out there? Where are the opportunities for new
infrastructure development and how do these sit within city
Net Zero strategic plans? Without this intelligence, solutions
will not be matched with opportunities. But even if this
matching take place, projects will not get off the ground
without the low cost finance necessary to close the funding
gap and make them viable.
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Solution
The PyTerra Xchange is a platform which incentivises solution
suppliers to exploit market opportunities to launch ESG
solutions rapidly and at scale. Not only is it where emerging
solution suppliers and the demand side can meet, but it is

where the funding gap is taken care of by both corporate
sponsors and by the economies of scale offered by
aggregated projects.

The following images summarise the key
features of the Xchange.

The UK needs to roll out low carbon and renewable energy infrastructure at
scale by 2030 if it is to become Net Zero by 2050.
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In order to meet carbon reduction targets, LCRE projects need to be developed at scale across cities and towns. This can only
happen if investable projects are created. The PyTerra Xchange facilitates the development of investable LCRE projects.

Figure 1 - Investable Projects
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The incentive that the market needs in order to deliver investable LCRE projects is finance to close the funding gap which threatens
the viability of such projects. PyTerra offers a simple solution.

Figure 2 – Discount Vouchers for Low Carbon Projects
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This finance can come from corporates. They are under increasing pressure from their own investors and from society to account
for their CSR activities and especially those that involve carbon accounting. PyTerra offers a simple solution. Third party finance
products are used. Investment brokers engage with corporates.

Figure 3 – Corporate Investment Decisions
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PyTerra ESG vouchers connect corporate finance to local ESG projects. Such projects, and especially low carbon and renewable
energy projects (LCRE), are made viable by using this finance to close their funding gap.

Figure 4 – Xchange Process
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Financial Example: A solution supplier proposes installing ground source heat pumps in 150 new households, but the repayments
are prohibitive to the householders. The solution supplier turns to the PyTerra Xchange to raise low cost debt finance and in the
process picks up some grant funding. Discount vouchers are offered to end users.

Figure 5 – Financial Example
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Technical Elements
In order to deliver this process, the Xchange has 4 key elements – ‘terminals’:
1. Intelligence
Terminal

Solution suppliers go here to identify LCRE development opportunities. The Xchange maps out
opportunities across a city so that solution suppliers can employ this intelligence to aggregate projects
which are of a suitable scale to attract investment. They can then take proposals to the Partnership
Terminal to build up their teams.
The Xchange has a unique system for providing market intelligence. The Xchange provides three tools:
a) Local Opportunities Map (see below) to create place-based awareness (what and where are the
development opportunities);
b) Market Network Model (see below) to create solution supplier network awareness (who can be a
partner in a value chain to deliver solutions);
c) Directory to provide listings of solution suppliers and projects (making the above two an integrated,
accessible and interactive service).

2. Partnership
Terminal

Solution suppliers bring development opportunities to a Project Space within the Partnership Terminal to
build up their teams. Any users can initiate this chain-building process. Here, multiple organisations can
establish the project scope, allocate roles, and draft the prospectus necessary for a finance application
through the Investment Terminal. The value of each contribution is highlighted, allowing stakeholders to
integrate their service offering and bring together an investment-ready project.

3. Investment
Terminal

Teams bring their project proposals here in order to find an injection of finance to close the affordability
gap. The platform supports a range of finance products supplied by third parties. Third party investment
products are used and corporate investors are secured by investment brokers. The system uniquely uses
a ‘sponsored finance’ approach – a blending of low cost finance and corporate sponsorship. Corporate
investment is blended with ‘free money’ offered by donors and grant givers. The blended finance is
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deployed to the LCRE development market through a system of digital vouchers created by the Xchange.
The use of vouchers enables the market to incentivise the engagement of end users. Where available,
guarantees (e.g. from Government) are used to protect the investments of corporates.

4. Promotion
Terminal

Corporate sponsors, community sponsors and some grant providers engaged in a project are enrolled into
a Sponsor Promotion Programme (see below) which promotes them across local media. Corporate
sponsors are asked to take out investments which offer a modest rate of financial return, so that the
promotion they receive through this Programme provides compensation. This allows them to both satisfy
their CSR policies and benefit from brand promotion. The Promotion Terminal sets up local media channels
for the deployment of QR codes representing ESG vouchers. Those corporates with more investment get
more exposure. These codes allow viewers to use their smart phones and engage in the narrative around
the projects and their neighbourhoods. The Promotion Terminal measures the access to project
information through the codes so that sponsors can assess their value to them.

The Xchange is able to promote an extensive amount of influence on the markets with which it engages through the use digital
assets (ESG vouchers, smart contracts, QR codes, market data). The application of algorithms optimises their use in order to help
the Xchange achieve its goal of accelerating the development of LCRE infrastructure.
Three of the key applications are explained in more detail below: Local Opportunities Map, Market Network Model and Sponsor
Promotion Programme.
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 Local Opportunities Map
This is a map which identifies LCRE development
opportunities on a site-by-site basis. It is a type of ‘wikimap’ which provides a repository for place-based
intelligence. Users can annotate the Map to highlight
development opportunities and advertise the finance gap
of their projects. Users can set up portfolios of
opportunities from where they can take details into a
Project Space where they can collaborate with others and
from where an application for ESG vouchers can be made.

Figure 6 - Local Opportunities Map
 Market Network Model
This is a neural network model of local solution suppliers
which shows their interrelationship based on the projects
on which they have jointly worked. The Model highlights
who are the movers and shakers in the industry, and
facilitates companies approaching each other to
collaborate in order to take advantage of the
opportunities highlighted in the Local Opportunities Map.
Figure 7 – Market Network Model
(this illustrates the connections for a single project)
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 Sponsor Promotion Programme
The Sponsor Promotion Programme gives corporate sponsors, community sponsors and the neighbourhoods in which
sponsored projects are based, positive exposure using digital media which they otherwise would not get.

Figure 8 – Sponsor Promotion Programme
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Conclusion and Call to Action
 Conclusion
Fundamentally, the Xchange is a mechanism for incentivising
the creation of investable ESG projects at scale by using
corporate capital to address the viability of decentralised
projects.
The Xchange recognises and responds to the way the world
has been changing in recent years. It gives agency to local
communities and helps with the levelling up agenda. It
 Call to Action
PyTerra will be releasing its Local Opportunities Map in
Q3/2021, focusing on Bristol (UK). This will give the supply
side of the market the opportunity to both share

 Contact
Telephone

+44 7958 916963

LinkedIn

www.linkedin.com/company/pyterra

Web address

www.pyterra.co.uk (scan QR Code also)

stimulates local economies following the pandemic. It
pursues the development of decentralised solutions to
climate change against an economy which has traditionally
preferred centralised control. It supports a systems
approach to resolving society’s challenges, using intelligence
at a property level to initiate action at a neighbourhood
level. But above all, it recognises that everyone matters and
everyone has a role to play in pursuing a Net Zero world.
information about themselves and their projects, and also to
identify opportunities for new projects and the finance
needed. PLEASE ENGAGE!
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